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"Am I Not a Woman, and a Sister?": Slavery, Romanticism, and Gender

The attempt to end the British involvement in the slave trade and to emancipate the slaves in the British crown colonies in the West Indies was perhaps second only to the French Revolution in its impact on the social consciousness of writers, especially women, in England between 1780 and 1830. On May 14, 1772, the famous judgment of William Murray, Lord Mansfield, presiding on the King’s Bench, had ruled in the case of James Somerset, a black slave who had been brought to England, versus his master, Mr. Stewart of Virginia, that slavery was not lawful in England; Lord Mansfield maintained that England was by nature “a soil whose air is deemed too pure for slaves to breathe in.” Somerset thereby gained his freedom, making England a mecca for slaves in the British West Indies. Significantly, in that case, Mr. Dunning, the lawyer defending the slave owner, Mr. Stewart, argued that slavery, like marriage, was a “municipal” rather than a “natural” relationship. Both slavery and marriage were therefore constructed by legal custom, were similar to the feudal vassalage still recognized in British common-law, and were thus not subject to “natural” law. The implied parallel between wives and slaves in this argument—and Lord Mansfield’s refusal to rule against the “municipal” servitude of wives—did not escape the attention of the women writers of the period.

The legal abolition of slavery in England itself in 1772 ended neither the slave trade nor the institution of slavery in the colonies. By 1775 the triangular slave trade had reached its peak; typically, British merchants sent “trappers” and ships to the Gold Coast of Africa where they
kidnapped or bought 38,000 to 42,000 Africans annually, at a maximum of 15 pounds per head. These Africans were then shipped under appalling conditions on “the Middle Passage.” During this sea passage 19 percent typically died; another 33 percent died later during the “seasoning” or breaking-in period at the other end. They were shipped to the West Indies to work in the tobacco and sugar-cane fields, where they were sold at an average of 35 pounds each. The profits from this sale were then used to buy sugar and tobacco that was sold again, at much higher prices, in England and Europe; total profits ranged from 600,000 to over one million pounds annually. Bristol and Liverpool were the center of the British slave-trade; their merchants argued persuasively in the Houses of Parliament that the British economy, and the ability to gratify the national addiction to refined sugar and its products, depended on the continuance of the slave trade. In addition, the lobby of the extremely wealthy West Indian planters, the British owners of the slave plantations who lived either in England (as does Sir Thomas Bertram in Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park) or abroad, on their plantations (as does Mr. Vincent in Maria Edgeworth’s Belinda), exerted an enormous influence on British politics.

Between 1778, when Prime Minister William Pitt introduced the first bill attempting to regulate the slave trade, and 1807, when the slave trade was legally abolished, debate raged in England concerning the slave trade. The powerful Standing Committee of Planters and Merchants argued that both the slave trade and the institution of slavery in the West Indian colonies were necessary to Britain’s economic survival (especially since France and Holland had recently begun to make serious inroads into the slave trade). Moreover, both were morally justified on the grounds that many of the Africans had been slaves in their own countries and, further, were savages or heathen incapable of rational thought or moral feeling and hence unfit for freedom. American slaves should be regarded as “children” who required a “benevolent” master to teach them the civilizing benefits of Christian doctrine and the Protestant work ethic. Thomas Bellamy’s influential play The Benevolent Planters, which was first performed at the Theatre Royal, Haymarket, in 1789, makes this pro-West Indian lobby argument in a particularly compelling form, even though Bellamy’s planters acknowledge that slave masters who abuse their slaves do not deserve their loyalty. In the final scene of Bellamy’s play, the slave Oran, having been reunited with his beloved Selima by his generous owner, Goodwin, who has purchased her for Oran, fervently concludes:

Lost in admiration, gratitude, and love, Oran has no words, but can only in silence own the hand of Heaven... O my masters!... let my legs... stored partner and myself bend to such exalted worth; while for ourselves, and for our surrounding brethren, we declare, that you have proved yourselves The Benevolent Planters, and that under subjection like yours, SLAVERY IS BUT A NAME.7

In direct rebuttal, the abolitionists who wished to end not only the slave trade but the very institution of slavery in the colonies argued first, that the institution of slavery itself was immoral and violated both the natural rights of man and Christian doctrine; and second, that the actual conditions imposed on Africans both during the middle passage and on the slave plantations were far more barbaric and uncivilized than anything they had experienced in Africa, and called into question the morality of England itself as a Christian nation. The infamous legal case of the Zong—a slave ship whose captain, Luke Collingwood, in 1781 threw 132 plague-infected Africans to the sharks in order to collect insurance on this jettisoned cargo—raised widespread horror at the cruelty of the slave trade. This event was so shocking and memorable to the British public that even fifty years later it inspired both J. M. W. Turner’s brilliant painting “The Slave Ship” and John Ruskin’s passionate moral denunciation of British imperialism in his essay “Of Water, as Painted by Turner.”

The leading voices in the attempt to end the slave-trade were Granville Sharp, who brought the Somerset case to trial, and Thomas Clarkson, the son of an Anglican head-master and an outstanding student at Cambridge University, who found his life’s work when in 1785 he wrote a prize Latin essay on the assigned topic: “is it right to make men slaves against their wills?” Arguing in abstract terms that slavery is immoral and drawing his examples from the Quaker Anthony Benezet’s powerful descriptions of the inhumane conditions of slavery in the West Indies, Clarkson became obsessed with the evil he had discovered. On his return from collecting his prize in London, he recalls, “... all my pleasure was damped by the facts which were now continually before me. It was but one gloomy subject from morning to night. In the daytime, I was uneasy. In the night I had little rest. I sometimes never closed my eye-lids for grief... I frequently tried to persuade myself in these intervals that the contents of my essay could not be true... Coming in sight of Wades Mill in Hertfordshire, I sat down disconsolate on the turf. ... Here a thought came into my mind, that if the contents of the Essay were true, it was time some person should see these calamities to their end.”

Pedantic, thorough, and absolutely convinced of the rectitude of his cause, Clarkson never wavered in his commitment to end slavery. In 1786 he published his prize essay On the Slavery and Commerce of the Hu-
More's fierce attack on the slave trade in her poem "Slavery," first published in 1787, is representative of similar work by Ann Yearsley, Helen Maria Williams, and Anna Barbauld, and was widely circulated. Hannah More insisted on the common humanity that Africans shared with Europeans—"Respect His sacred image which they bear. / . . . Let malice strip them of each other's plea, / They still are men, and men should still be free." At the same time she denounced the "white savage" who, ruled by "lust of gold / Or lust of conquest," forfeited any legitimate claim Europe might make to being either civilized or Christian.

Gender played a significant role in the arguments for the abolition of slavery. The most prominent male abolitionists, such as Clarkson, Wilberforce, Thomas Day, and William Cowper, tended to attack slavery as a violation of "natural law," the argument that all men are born equal and have certain inalienable "rights." As a man, the black African belongs to the same species as the white European, and is entitled to the same "liberty, equality and fraternity." This is the doctrine that underlay the revolutionary movements in America and France and that produced the widely copied Wedgewood medallion. As the black speaker in William Cowper's widely reprinted poem "The Negro's Complaint" (1788) asserts, "Still in thought as free as ever, / What are England's rights, I ask, / Me from my delights to sever, / Me to torture, me to task? // Fleecy locks and black complexion / Cannot forfeit Nature's claim." And this is the position asserted by the recaptured West Indian slave in Thomas Day's famous poem The Dying Negro (1773) who, bidding farewell to his white fiancée, prefers to commit suicide rather than return to the slave plantations of the West Indies. As he denounces his white master,

And thou, whose impious avarice and pride
Thy God's blest symbol to my brows denied,
Forbade me or the rights of man to claim.
Or share with thee a Christian's hallowed name,
Thou too farewell—for not beyond the grave,
Thy power extends, nor is my dust thy slave.
Go bribe thy kindred ruffians with thy gold,
But dream not nature's rights are bought and sold.

Women writers such as Hannah More, Ann Yearsley, Helen Maria Williams, and Anna Barbauld, on the other hand, tended to condemn slavery because it violated the domestic affections, separating mothers from their children, husbands from their wives, and subjecting black women to sexual abuse from their white masters. In Hannah More's words, again from her poem "Slavery,"

Women were major participants in these societies—the Ladies Anti-Slavery Society in 1832 submitted a petition with 187,000 names demanding immediate emancipation of all slaves—and they became the leading figures in the social protests against the slave trade between 1788 and 1792. They organized boycotts of sugar (advocating the use of honey or "free" grown East Indian sugar instead) and wrote numerous poems, novels, and tracts condemning the slave trade. Hannah
taught us to call an ethic of care, the argument that under a moral government, all legal and social institutions should function so as to ensure that, in the resolution of social conflict, no one is irreparably hurt and the needs of all are taken into account.

By focusing on the ways in which slavery and the slave trade violated domestic relationships, women writers implicitly and often explicitly drew parallels between the female African slave subjected to the sexual abuse of her white master and the white British wife subjected to the same abuse. In her *Vindication of the Rights of Woman*, for example, Mary Wollstonecraft had argued that British wives were no different from slaves: “When, therefore, I call women slaves, I mean in a political and civil sense.” She based her argument on both legal and psychological grounds. Lord Mansfield’s 1772 antislavery judgment had left intact the legal definition of marriage as a “municipal” relationship, a legal institution derived from feudal villeinage, in which the wife exists under the “coverture” of the husband. In other words, a wife is not a “person” in law: she cannot own property, have custody of children, bring legal suits—although she is held individually responsible for any crimes she might commit. Psychologically, this legal construction of the wife as “covered” by her husband produces an economic and emotional dependence, what Wollstonecraft calls a “slavish dependence,” of the wife upon her husband or male relatives. Such dependence corrupts both partners, Wollstonecraft insists, for women “may be convenient slaves, but slavery will have its constant effect, degrading the master and the abject dependent.”

It is important to recognize that Wollstonecraft uses the term “slavery” in both a literal and a metaphorical sense. She believes that the institution of marriage in England in 1792 is legal slavery, no different in kind from that imposed on Africans in the British West Indies. Commenting on the arguments of the male conduct-book writers that British women must be subjected to the “severe restraint” of propriety or social morality, she asks:

Why subject her to propriety—blind propriety, if she be capable of acting from a nobler spring, if she be an heir of immortality? Is sugar always to be produced by vital blood? Is one half of the human species, like the poor African slaves, to be subject to prejudices that brutalize them, when principles would be a safer guard, only to sweeten the cup of man? At the same time, Wollstonecraft frequently uses the terms “slave” or “slavery” figuratively, to underline her attack on female psychological dependence, either on men or on social mores. In the very next paragraph she condemns women for becoming “slaves to their persons,” for
setting too high a value on personal appearance. And a few pages later she attacks “a slavish bondage to parents,” for those daughters “taught slavishly to submit to their parents . . . are prepared for the slavery of marriage.” But she is careful immediately to qualify this rhetorical usage, “I do not dream of insinuating that boys or girls are always slaves, I only insist that when they are obliged to submit to authority blindly, their faculties are weakened, and their tempers rendered imperious or abject.”

Even though Wollstonecraft distinguishes between the literal and figurative construction of slavery in her text, she nonetheless insists that if British women are kept in a state of ignorance or “perpetual childhood,” uneducated, and trained only to be pleasing to their masters and “cunning, mean and selfish” to everyone else, they are no different in character or nature from a servile and servile slave. Her program for the emancipation of women is equally clear: a rational education that teaches women the value and practice of honesty, compassion, affection, modesty, and useful work, an education that leads to what she would call rational love and an egalitarian marriage based on “companionship” rather than sexual desire.

The recognition of the female abolitionist writers that the female African slave and the European wife are both confined to legal slavery produced in the early 1830’s an alternative, and equally widely distributed, medallion: “Am I not a Woman and a Sister?” By including the figure of the white woman as well as the black woman on a single roundel, this medallion implicitly asserted both their common humanity and their common sexual slavery, since the question is addressed both to white women and to white men.

At the same time, this roundel points to the implicit religious and class biases that everywhere informed the abolitionist debates. As Moira Ferguson has reminded us, both male and female abolitionist writers, however much they advocated an end to the slave trade and the institution of slavery, participated in a colonial discourse we now call Christian “Anglo-Africanism.” They shared the assumption, in Winthrop Jordan’s summary, that “to be Christian was to be civilized rather than barbarous, English rather than African, white rather than black.”

In Hannah More’s revealing lines, which I omitted earlier, “Barbarians, hold! th’ opprobrious commerce spare, / Respect His sacred image, which they bear, / Though dark and savage, ignorant and blind, / They claim the common privilege of kind; / Let malice strip them of each other plea, / They still are men, and men should still be free” (my italics). As the women’s abolitionist medallion illustrates, the black slave woman kneels to the white European woman. Within their common slavery, the European woman assumes a superior position, standing rather than kneeling. She is implicitly equated with the power of both Justice (she carries the scales of Justitia) and Christian scripture: “Let us break their bonds asunder and cast away their cords” (my italics). In dramatic tension with Wollstonecraft’s argument that European women are slaves, as Barbara Bush and Deirdre Coleman have recently reminded us, female abolitionists wished to affirm their difference from and superiority to the black slave woman.” The roundel clearly suggests that slave women are dependent on European women for their freedom; European women are here portrayed as having both the political ability and the moral responsibility to help their less fortunate sisters; white female Justice thus extends her helping hand to the grateful black female slave.

Although the British female abolitionist writers did not contest the assumption that a white, Christian, European woman is superior in degree if not in kind to a black, non-Christian, African woman, these writers on many occasions gave a voice of moral authority to the black slave that does not occur in the writings of the canonical male Romantic writers. This may have been caused, as Mary Jacobus has suggested, by the commitment of “masculine Romanticism” or male Romantic humanism to the construction of a potentially transcendent mind or subjectivity, an enduring self-consciousness that necessarily involves the erasure of the body and the material limitations of history. Black characters occur far more frequently in literary texts by female than by male
writers in this period. Moreover, they typically demonstrate a moral integrity that functions to reveal and implicitly denounce the hypocrisy and corruption of male-dominated European society. At the same time, their morality is explicitly defined as a naïve innocence that remains dependent on wiser European men and women for its proper development. Examples from the writings of Joanna Baillie, Maria Edgeworth, and Amelia Opie will illustrate this pattern.

In two plays by Joanna Baillie, black males play pivotal roles in the moral resolution of the action. In *Rayner* (1804), the unjustly imprisoned Rayner is guarded by Ohio, a freed American slave, who is initially presented to the viewer as a skulking, foul-mouthed figure, a man degraded by “many hardships” to “the base thing that he is,” a “curs’d, spite-envenomed toad[,]” in the words of the prison-master, Hardibrand. Yet even the hardened, cruel, prison-master is able to feel some sympathy for Ohio, and his reluctant sympathy uncovers Baillie’s own condemnation of the slave trade. As Hardibrand describes Ohio, he is

> Of royal line; born to command, and dignified
> By sufferings and angers past, which makes
> The meanest man ennobled: yet behold him;
> How by the way he sidelong straddles on
> With his base tankard! — O, the sneaking varlet!
> It makes me weep to hear his piteous tale,
> Yet my blood boils to run and cudgel him.29

At the moment when the executioner lifts his axe to decapitate the unjustly condemned Rayner, the gallows stand collapsed, its wooden supports having been sawed through, wounding the executioner and delaying the execution just long enough for Rayner’s pardon to arrive. Ohio, whom Rayner has befriended and to whom he has given his coat, then exults: “I did it! / He offer’d me his cloak: he pitied me; / And I have paid him back.”25 Ohio here functions as the “deus ex machina,” the blessed savior of the wrongly accused hero and the voice of moral justice in the play. But even as Baillie grants to the freed black slave this position of moral authority, she reinscribes him within an Anglo-African discourse of dependency. Moved by Ohio’s loyalty to Rayner, Hardibrand promises Ohio, “I’ll take thee home, and make a man of thee. / Thou has a generous mind, alotho’ debased / With vile oppression and unmanly scorn.”26 “Make a man of thee”: is Hardibrand offering to make Ohio into a gentleman, a man of a higher class or status than he currently enjoys? Or is he offering to make Ohio “human,” as opposed to the “toad” he has been? Both readings are possible, and Baillie’s text does not allow us to dismiss the latter, more uncomfortable

suggestion that she too subscribes to Hardibrand’s explicit assumption of European superiority over the “royal” African.

This same tension between black moral authority and black cultural inferiority recurs in Baillie’s comedy, *The Alienated Master* (1826). The young freed slave Sancho, whose mentally retarded master has been cheated out of his life savings in a game of dice by Charleville and then thrown in jail for debt, passionately and persuasively attacks this miscarriage of justice to Charleville’s servant:

> Ay, my massa be poor, and everybody be angry wit him. — Your massa not angry, your massa very fond of him when he shake a te dice, and take all te money from him. Te tevil will shake him over te great fire for tat.30

The dramatic authority of Sancho’s moral outrage is undermined in this play, however, by his use of West African Pidgin English, a language which in the early nineteenth century was viewed as a simplified, “baby-talk” form of Standard English spoken by people with inferior linguistic or cognitive abilities.31 Sancho’s moral authority is further undercut by his eagerness to kill the man who cheated his master and by his excessive gratitude to Crafton, the man who promises to free his master: “O good Massa Crafton! me tank you, me embrace you, me kneel to you.” Nonetheless, Baillie gives Sancho the last word, a final reaffirmation of his natural and legal rights. When Crafton raises him from his knees, saying, “Let no man be upon his knees but when he is at his prayers. Come with us and fear nothing; though this was a desperate attempt, a very wicked attempt against the laws of the land,” Sancho defiantly asserts, “Me care for te laws when te laws care for me.”32

Maria Edgeworth engages in a similarly contradictory effort both to grant the black voice absolute moral authority and at the same time to contain it within a social discourse of racial inferiority. In her play *The Two Guardians* (1817), St. Albans, a wealthy young West Indian planter, comes to England with his black slave, Quaco. As soon as he arrives in London, St. Albans informs Quaco that he is “free”: “From the moment that you touched English ground, Quaco, you ceased to be a slave.” St. Albans then pays him for all his previous labor. Quaco, however, insists that he will never leave: “me will be Massa’s slave alway—or if not his slave, then his servant who will do / Twice the work of slave for you:/ Fight for Massa twice as long:/ Love for Massa twice as strong.”36

As St. Albans is exposed to the hypocrisies, cruelties, and deceitfulness of fashionable English society, Quaco becomes the voice of moral honesty and sincere love: he gives his earnings to the starving widow cheated of her pay by St. Albans’s selfish hostess; he sees through the duplicities of the lovely Juliana, whom St. Albans is courting, a girl
whom Quaco “can’t love,” and he is on hand to rescue St. Alans when he is almost killed by a fall from a bad horse sold to him by a false friend. By constantly contrasting Quaco’s loyalty, compassion, and rectitude to the cruel duplicities of the young lords and ladies “of fashion,” Edgeworth insists on the moral superiority of the “childlike” black to the self-indulgent cruelties of the spoiled European youths, Juliana and Beauchamp Courtington. At the same time, she defines Quaco as only a child, one who eagerly seeks to sustain his dependence upon his superior white master.

The most radical attempt to construct the black woman as the moral superior of the British white woman occurs in Amelia Opie’s first novel Adeline Mowbray (1804), significantly subtitled “The Mother and Daughter.” Here Opie suggests that her heroine’s true mother is not the Mrs. Mowbray who cruelly vows never to see her daughter again until she has suffered as much as her mother (Adeline has in no way been repulsed the sexual attentions of her mother’s new husband, the libertine Sir Patrick O’Carroll). Even after Adeline’s devoted lover and Godwinian disciple Glenmurray has died, reducing her to insanity for six months, even after she has deserted by her husband, Berrendale, Mrs. Mowbray refuses to see her daughter and granddaughter Editha.

Only the escaped black slave woman and domestic servant, Savanna, whose husband, William, has been saved from imprisonment for debt by Adeline, remains loyal to Adeline through all her trials and sufferings, nursing her through her insanity and grief, declaring “war” on the unfaithful Berrendale and exposing his lies both at home in England and abroad in Jamaica, and using her own meager wages to buy food and medicine for Adeline when her husband refuses to let her share his meals and then abandons her. Despite Adeline’s deathbed reconciliation with her mother, it is in the arms of this “true” Savanna that Adeline dies. Throughout this novel, Savanna represents the virtue of an enduring and passionate maternal love, caring as much for Adeline as she does for her own child, the Tawny Boy. She is “the only person now in the world, perhaps, who loves me with sincere and faithful affection” (189), Adeline tells her faithless husband, and on her deathbed she proclaims to her doctor, “She is my nurse, my consoler, and my friend” (272).

Even as Opie makes this radical claim for the superior maternal love and faithful care of the black woman, she locates Savanna within an economic and social condition of dependency. The dying Adeline continues to regard Savanna as one of her possessions: as she writes to her mother, “I owe [Savanna], my mother, a world of obligation! She will make my last moments easy, and you must reward her. From her you will receive this letter when I am no more, and to your care and protection I bequeath her” (266). The text further emphasizes Savanna’s limited economic resources. As food and medicine are brought to the dying Adeline, “This it be to have money,” said Savanna, as she saw the various things prepared and made to tempt Adeline’s weak appetite—‘poor Savanna mean as well—her heart make all these, but her hand want power” (272). The novel ends with Adeline’s return to her mother’s house, where Savanna will once again be a paid servant, assigned to the “care” of Mrs. Mowbray. “I will love her as my child” (270), pledges Mrs. Mowbray; “Savanna shall be our joint care” (274), she further affirms, assigning the responsibility for Savanna’s well-being to herself and the Quaker Rachel Pemberton.

Despite such markers of economic and social inferiority—Savanna consistently speaks Black English while her educated son speaks Standard English, and in extreme and violent outbursts of emotion deemed “improper” by the Quaker Rachel Pemberton—Opie establishes Savanna as the embodiment of moral virtue and domestic affection. Only when Adeline is alone with Savanna and their two children does she experience complete happiness. Watching Tawny Boy building card-houses for the infant Editha, listening to Savanna’s “rapturous praises,” Adeline, “alone only to the maternal feeling, at this moment had forgotten all her cares; she saw nothing but the happy group around her, and her countenance wore the expression of recovered serenity” (192). While this idyll is immediately interrupted, it opens up the utopian possibility with which the novel closes, the possibility that Editha might be raised by a female-dominated community which includes a woman of color. As Roxanne Eberle has observed, Adeline’s dying letter “elaborates a complex system of duty and debt which will ensure that Savanna remains free; she will be protected by other women” who have the economic power to do so.24 Moreover, Savanna will be a recognized and fully accepted member of this family of choice constructed by the dying Adeline for her daughter Editha, a family that includes Adeline’s mother, the Quaker Mrs. Pemberton, and Savanna. In this all-female community, a feminotopia that includes a woman of the landed gentry, a middle-class white woman and a black working-class woman residing in the fortified pastoral arcadia of Rosevalley, Savanna functions simultaneously if contradictorily as both servant and co-mother, indeed as the only mother who yet deserves that title, of the infant Editha. The last line of the novel finally identifies Savanna with the bosom of the lord within which the troubled Adeline Mowbray finally comes to rest: “in imperfect accents exclaiming ‘I thank thee, blessed Lord!’ she [Adeline] laid her head on Savanna’s bosom and expired” (275).
Again, in her powerful antislavery poem for children, “The Black Man’s Lament” (1846), Amelia Opie grants both social equality and moral authority to the black slave. She allows him to speak in his own voice without narrative framing; she represents his speech in Standard, if grammatically incorrect, English; and she permits him to refute with cogency the argument that Negro slaves are better off than the English peasant:

Who dares an English peasant flay,  
Or buy, or sell, or steal away?  
Who sheds his blood? treats him like dog,  
Or fetters him like beasts of prey?

He has a cottage, he a wife;  
If child he has, that child is free.  
I am depriv’d of married life,  
And my poor child were slave like me.50

Opie authorizes the black man’s claim to social and legal equality with the free Englishman and undercuts the pro-planter argument for the improvement of slavery under more benevolent masters (“There are, I’m told, upon some isles, / Masters who gentle deign to be; / And there, perhaps, the Negro smiles, / But smiling Negroes few can see.”). But now, following her conversion to the Society of Friends in 1829, Amelia Opie insists that Christianity offers the African slave a lasting comfort he cannot gain at home in Africa:

Well, I must learn to bear my pain;  
And, lately, I am grown more calm;  
For Christian men come o’er the main,  
To pour in Negro souls a balm.

The Christianity that the Quaker Opie invokes demands that the slave both repress his anger at the injustice he experiences and reaffirm a position of inferiority to the more “civilized” white man:

They tell us there is one above  
Who died to save both bond and free;  
And who, with eyes of equal love,  
Beholds White man, and humble me.

They tell me if, with patient heart,  
I bear my wrongs from day to day,  
I shall, at death, to realms depart,  
Where God wipes every tear away!

Opie’s rendering of the black slave’s language in ungrammatical Standard English rather than Pidgin or Black English implicitly endorses the Anglo-African view that Standard English is a superior language.51 Nonetheless, Opie ends her poem by giving authorial vindication to her black narrator, with whom she also expresses sympathetic identification: “it rends my heart to know / He only told a tale of truth.”

Even those female writers, such as Mary Wollstonecraft and Mary Robinson, who resist the Anglo-African construction of the Christianized slave as superior in kind to the free non-Christian African, slip into the assumption that the literacy and rationality of European culture render it superior to an oral, superstitious African culture. As Zelma, Mary Robinson’s protagonist in “The Negro Girl” (1800), proclaims,

The tyrant white man taught my mind  
The letter’d page to trace;  
He taught me in the soul to find  
No tint, as in the face:  
He bade my reason blossom like the tree—  
But fond affection gave the ripen’d fruits to thee.

Here Robinson implies that the enlightened Zelma will have “fruits” to give her black lover Draco superior to those she would have borne without the benefit of a European education; and the foremost among these “fruits” is the conviction that her soul is without color, as pure or white as that of an Englishman.

By allowing black men and women to speak for themselves, by giving their voices moral authority, and by insisting on the sympathetic identification with them felt by other characters in the text and by the author herself, British women writers in this period introduced a new dimension into the discourse of abolition. Moving away from the abstract rhetoric of the rights of man engaged in by Clarkson, Wilberforce, Cowper, Day, Coleridge, and Wordsworth, they developed a rhetoric of sympathy grounded in the celebration and preservation of the domestic affections, a sympathy that incorporated the black man and woman into their own political family.

From our current perspective, however, we can see that the abolitionist discourse employed by both male and female writers in the Romantic period only translated one form of slavery, legal slavery, into an-
other form, the "slavery" of assimilation. Black men and women could be welcomed into the European "family of man" only insofar as they could be seen as participating in the same domestic affections, the same familial relationships and loyalties, as those which governed European emotions, however much the specter of miscegenation and interracial marriage haunted this utopian discourse. "Am I not a Brother?" "Am I not a Sister?" The suggestion that the black man or woman might not feel kinship with the white European colonizer is one that none of the abolitionist writers could directly confront. Such arguments were left to the pro-slavery lobby, who insisted on the essential racial difference of Africans, on their innate "savagery," as the basis of their enslavement. This is the pernicious legacy of the Enlightenment discourse of emancipation with which we are still wrestling: how can we develop a discourse of racial—and sexual—difference that values difference for its own sake without granting political, legal, or cultural priority to one of these differences?
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